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Abstract
Introduction: This article focuses on the integration of omics data in electronic health records and on interoperability
aspects relating to big data analysis for precision medicine.
Methods: Omics data integration methods for electronic health record and for systems interoperability are considered,
with special reference to the high number of specific software tools used to manage different aspects of patient treatment.
This is an important barrier against the use of this integrated approach in daily clinical routine.
Results: The correct use of all three levels of interoperability (technical, semantic, and process interoperability) plays
a key role in order to achieve an easy access to a significant amount of data, all with correct contextualization, which is
the only way to obtain a real value from data for precision medicine.
Conclusions: The proposed architecture could improve the potentialities of data routinely collected in many health
information systems to form a real patient center information environment.
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Introduction
In 1999, personalized medicine was introduced as relates
to cancer, focusing on the drugs targeting for each genetic
profile.1 At the time, the human genome project,2,3 aiming
to obtain an accurate sequence of the majority of the
euchromatic portion of the human genome, had been carried out for several years. The project, sponsored by the
US federal government, had been launched in 1990 and
initially focused on two main aspects; that is, the mapping
of the human and mouse genomes for the study of inherited diseases and genome assembly and the sequencing of
organisms with smaller genomes. The success of both
aspects was the basis of the human genome sequencing. In
order to carry out these aspects of the human genome project, the International Human Genome Sequencing
Consortium, which involved 20 centers in six countries,
was formed. Moreover, the Human Genome Organization
was established, in parallel with the human genome project in 1989. It is grounded in Geneva, Switzerland, and

the founding council initially had 42 scientists from 17 different countries and later 220 members. Its mission was
promoting fundamental genomic research, fostering scientific exchange in genomics with particular emphasis on
scientifically developing and emerging countries, and
globally supporting the ethics of genetics and genomics. In
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addition, a project on mapping human genes was launched
in 1999. The project involved 10 of the largest drug companies and was focused on the identification of several
hundred thousand chemical signposts to explore regions of
the human DNA. This mapping project complemented the
human genome project and focused on single nucleotide
polymorphisms; that is, slight genetic variations between
human beings: single nucleotide polymorphisms may
make some people more predisposed to specific diseases
and explain different response to the same drug by different individuals.
In 2001, the International Human Genome Sequencing
Consortium4 and Celera Genomics5 provided a first
description of the human genome, focused on gene identification, polymorphism, and other aspects. In the following years, further detailed features were clarified.3
In 2004, the Personalized Medicine Coalition was
formed in the United States. This nonprofit organization of
companies, health care providers and payers, patient groups,
industry organizations, academic institutions, and government agencies addressed the changes required by personalized medicine. Specific requirements as relates to health
care institutions, diagnostic and therapeutic business models, reimbursement policy, and regulatory oversight were
considered. Moreover, electronic medical records (EMR),
interoperability, decision support systems, and other aspects
of information technology received attention.
The availability of improved genomic tools has
improved the understanding of diseases at the molecular
level, originating the development of molecularly targeted
therapies and improved diagnosis criteria.
In 2008, the President’s Council of Advisors on Science
and Technology (PCAST) published the report “Priorities
for personalized medicine,” which summarized the results
of a review with input from industry, physicians, patients,
scientists, and US government agencies. The report provides a picture of the potential core of personalized medicine to reshape healthcare provision and economics. This
report provides a comprehensive, helpful, and relevant
definition: “‘Personalized medicine’ refers to the tailoring
of medical treatment to the individual characteristics of
each patient. It does not literally mean the creation of drugs
or medical devices that are unique to a patient but rather
the ability to classify individuals into subpopulations that
differ in their susceptibility to a particular disease or their
response to a specific treatment. Preventive or therapeutic
interventions can then be concentrated on those who will
benefit, sparing expense and side effects for those who will
not.” PCAST remarks that recent advances in genomics
show a great number of possible genome-related new
molecular markers for disease presence, individual risk of
disease, and different response to treatment by different
patients. In addition to the possibilities of improving
patient care and disease prevention, personalized medicine
has the potential to impact healthcare costs and the
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development of new medical products, identifying in
advance patients who will benefit from a specific treatment and patients who are likely to experience adverse
effects. These aspects can bring about cost savings for
healthcare. Moreover, size, duration, and costs of clinical
trials could be reduced. PCAST reckons that genomicsbased molecular diagnostics is likely to speed up personalized medicine progress. Many examples can be identified
in which personalized medicine influences clinical decisions and contributes to improve healthcare provision.
In 2015, President Obama announced that he was
launching the Precision Medicine Initiative, defined as a
new research effort to revolutionize the way in which
health is improved and disease can be treated, taking into
account individual differences in people, genes, environment, and lifestyle. Examples were given on the way in
which diseases such as cancer could be treated, improving
survival chances and reducing adverse effects. Relevant
investments were made since then in order to support
research, development, and innovation in this respect.
The term “personalized medicine” was used at the
beginning of century, following the human genome project
achievements. The term precision medicine attracted
attention after the US National Research Council published a report on precision medicine in 2011 in which they
proposed guidelines for modernization of disease taxonomy tacking into account molecular information rather
than classification based on symptoms.6
Recently there has been a shift from personalized medicine towards precision medicine. In 2005, a PubMed query
showed that there was one paper mentioning precision
medicine and 74 mentioning personalized medicine,
whereas in 2016, 3020 mentioned precision medicine and
1857 mentioned personalized medicine. Personalized
medicine was mentioned increasingly starting from 2015,
after the launch of the precision medicine initiative
(Figures 1 and 2).
There is much overlap between the terms “precision
medicine” and “personalized medicine.” According to the
US National Cancer Institute, personalized medicine is an
older term that could be misinterpreted, implying that
treatments and prevention could be developed for each
specific individual, whereas precision medicine focuses on
the identification of approaches for specific patients
according to genetic environmental and lifestyle aspects,
with special reference to pharmacogenomics. The council’s preferred term is “precision medicine” rather than
“personalized medicine”; however, the two terms are often
used interchangeably.
In Europe, several workshops on different aspects of
personalized medicine were carried out since 2010, and
this led to a conference on perspectives in personalized
medicine, which was organized by the European
Commission in 2011. The first European policy document
in this field was published in 2013.7 It focused on omics
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Figure 1. Comparison of frequency of search for the terms “personalized medicine” and “precision medicine.”
Data from Google Trends.

Figure 2. Number of papers indexed in PubMed over the years.

technologies and examined EU healthcare systems in this
respect. In 2015, health ministers discussed ways to
advance personalized medicine and member states were
encouraged to promote education, training, and professional development for health professionals.
In Europe, the Organisation for European Cancer
Institutes, which has set up the Education and Training
Working Group8 involving Alleanza contro il cancro
(ACC), the Italian Network Comprehensive Cancer
Centres, and the European Association for Cancer
Research, have focused on novel topics in precision medicine with special reference to genetic heterogeneity and

pharmacoepigenetics. Since 2015, precision medicine for
cancer meetings have been organized.
At the same time, several initiatives were undertaken in
EU member states. In the United Kingdom, the Academy
of Medical Sciences organized workshops and conferences. The German Academy of Sciences Leopoldina published a report on individualized medicine and the German
Ministry of Education and Research set up an action plan
for individualized medicine. The French National Alliance
for Life Sciences and Health issued its genomic medicine
2025 plan. Moreover, activities in the field were presented
at a personalized medicine conference in 2016 in Brussels.9

4
The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development is carrying out a project on the potential of
emerging technology for health, in which the convergence
of technology especially biotechnology, information technology, and nanotechnology on precision medicine are
analyzed. This topic has a key position within Europe
Horizon 2020, US National Institutes of Health, Canadian
Institutes of Health Research, and China.
The heterogeneity of cancer and the human genome
variations between individuals are the basis of a more personalized cancer treatment. Current genome technologies
make it now more feasible to match treatment to cancer
features, selecting optimal drugs and drug dosage for each
specific patient, improving therapy outcomes. Personalized
cancer care, however, still has limitations as relates to the
understanding of cancer biology and the identification of
molecular targets related to tumor progression. New directions in cancer therapeutics include the development of
targeted therapies to interrupt critical molecular pathways,
molecular profiling of tumors, development of gene
expression signatures related to specific drugs, development of vaccine therapies, and immunology approaches.10
Molecular diagnosis of cancer is based on a great number of genes that are known to be involved. The recent
developments of next-generation sequencing (NGS)
together with biomedical informatics data analysis make it
possible to obtain a greater amount of information about
the molecular biology of tumors.
In addition, The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), a project of the Center for Cancer Genomics at the National
Cancer Institute, terminated in 2017, that collected,
selected, and analyzed human tissues for large-scale
genomic alterations, has achieved a high impact on the
taxonomy of human tumors. Building on the success of
TCGA, further projects have been launched to integrate
the data generated so far. From a precision oncology perspective, these advances will be useful for cancer patients.11

Next-generation sequencing
DNA sequencing and genomics derive from the combination of molecular biology and of the chemistry of nucleotides, which are linked together forming the building
blocks of DNA. In the 1970s, several methods were proposed for determining nucleotide sequences in DNA simply and rapidly. In 1975, Sanger and Coulson12 proposed a
method based on the use of DNA polymerase to transcribe
a particular region of the DNA. The use of this method
made it possible to determine the sequence of the genome
of the bacteriophage φX174.13 Other methods for determining nucleotide sequences in DNA were described at the
time. Barnes14 described a method based on partial ribosubstitution allowing the determination of 100 nucleotides.
Maxam and Gilbert15 described a method based on specific
chemical degradation of DNA that can be applied to
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double-stranded DNA, permitting sequencing of at least
100 bases. Sanger et al.16 in 1977 described a technique
that is more rapid and accurate than that described in reference 12 and only required the commercially available
DNA polymerase.
At the time, DNA sequencing achieved the determination of a few hundred nucleotides at a time. In the following decade, the enzyme-based method16 and the chemical
degradation method15 were used to a great extent. Both
methods were based on radiolabeled DNA fragments and
based on manual and monotonous procedure. Subsequently
efforts have been made to automate several steps in order
to make the acquisition of DNA sequence information
more rapid.17,18 The development of capillary array electrophoresis19,20 was a breakthrough in DNA sequencing
leading to the production of a commercial single capillary
sequencer (ABI Prism 310) and in 1998 the MegaBACE
1000 with 96 capillary sequencers become commercially
available.21 This sequencer was the first commercial highthroughput system. Other sequencing strategies have subsequently become available. Since 2006, a great number of
methods and techniques became available. This led to
technology platforms different from the Sanger method,
for massively parallel analysis with reduced cost. At the
time, the costs of human genome sequencing dropped by
50,000, with respect to the costs at the time of the human
genome project.22 The method developed by Sanger in
1977, also called chain-termination method, determined
the sequence of nucleotide coping DNA, which was being
analyzed many times obtaining fragments of different
lengths that terminated at different points, which were
labeled by fluorescent nucleotides that marked the end of
the fragments. This method is still used for sequencing
fragments of DNA; however, some difficulties of this
method were the fact that it required considerable time and
effort and the use of radioactive materials. In 1987, Applied
Biosystems adopted capillary electrophoresis, which
improves speed and accuracy of the method. The instruments based on capillary sequencing and related software,
together with Sanger sequencing technology, were the
basis for the human genome project that was completed in
2001. After this, many efforts were made to increase speed
and accuracy and reduce costs by high-throughput and parallel analysis.
The term NGS appeared then, with reference to highly
parallel sequencing methods for genome analysis.23,24
Some aspects of NGS approaches are outlined below.
The first NGS sequencing platform on the market was
the Roche 454GSFLX titanium sequencer, which was
released in 2005 and discontinued in 2016.25 It was developed using pyrosequencing technology,26 which is based on
the measurement of the release of inorganic pyrophosphate
during the polymerization of DNA molecule, in which byproduct pyrophosphates are released at each single nucleotide addition. These pyrophosphates are converted into
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visible light by means of a sequence of enzymatic
reactions.
In 2006, Solexa launched the Genome Analyser, and
was acquired by Illumina the following year. This technology differs from the 454GSFLX owing to the amplification strategy used and because the dye-labeled nucleotides
are added simultaneously, whereas in the 454GSFLX they
are added sequentially.
In 2007, the Sequencing by Oligonucleotide Ligation
and Detection (SOLiD) genome sequencer was released
by Applied Biosystems. This platform uses DNA ligase to
detect and incorporate bases in a very specific way instead
of DNA polymerase.
From 2008 to 2009, the improvement of technologies
led to the development of third-generation sequencing.
These platforms complement the previous technologies
with improved features, such as single-molecule template,
lower cost per base, easier sample preparation, considerably faster run, and improved data analysis.27 In this respect,
several platforms have been released, such as Ion Torrent
and PacBio sequencers.
The 454 pyrosequencing approach was adopted and
modified by the Ion Torrent platform, in which the H+ ions
that are released at every nucleotide addition are used
instead of the pyrophosphates,28 causing a change in pH
that can be detected by semiconductor and field effect
transistor technology. The Ion Torrent sequencer was
released in 2011.
PacBio technology was also made available in 2011. It
is based on a nanophotonic tool called zero mode waveguide (ZMW). ZMW allows polymerization of DNA in
real time. The sequences are read through fluorescently
labeled nucleotides by measuring the bursts of light that
are released during the polymerization reaction, like in the
454 and Illumina sequencers.
An interesting alternative to the PacBio has been developed. In 2014, the minION desktop sequencing instrument
was launched. This device does not require DNA synthesis
or DNA hybridization, but it is based on the translocation
of a DNA strand through a pore, which is suspended within
a membrane. During DNA translocation, a modulation of
an electric current that passes through each pores takes
place, and this originates a shift that characterizes the base
or bases that are in the pore at a specific time.29 This device
only needs a USB port or a mobile phone or tablet and data
analysis can be carried out by an Internet connection and
cloud applications. The potential of the minion sequencer
is high, mostly because of its small size and limited equipment cost, especially when fast and reliable sequencing is
necessary when resources are restricted.30 Even though
nanopore sequencing has been so far mainly applied to
small genomes, a new approach has been developed that
allows portable de novo sequencing of human genomes,
which may allow quick point of care diagnosis of cancer
and cancer progression monitoring.31

Genomics, which deals with the determination of the
genomic sequence of a specific organism, is the basis of
functional genomics, which is the study of the function of
the genes in one genome, and of comparative genomics,
which is comparing the genes of different organisms and
of structural genomics, which is the study of the 3D structure of proteins, obtaining clues to their function.
Proteomics focuses on the study of protein structure
and function, and specifically on several protein function
aspects, such as expression profiling, which identifies proteins as a result of the expression to a stimulus, protein–
protein interaction networks, environmental aspects, and
others. A more recent development originating from
genomics is metabolomics, which focuses on chemical
processes involving metabolites, which are produced by
cellular processes.
Transcriptomics focuses on the RNA transcripts produced by the genome, aiming to understand the way in
which altered expression of genes may contribute to complex diseases such as cancer.

Genomics in EHR
Clinical decision support by health care providers uses
electronic records. EMR are electronic versions of paper
charts summarizing a patient’s medical and treatment
report within a clinical setting, whereas electronic health
records (EHR) incorporate information that is intended to
be shared among setting and healthcare systems.
The data in EHR are various, and include drug prescription information and descriptions of medical aspects
that underline prescriptions. A health record can be
regarded as an information repository on the health status
of a patient as machine-readable data (or metadata). EHR
data have been classified as ancillary clinical data and
clinical text.32 Administrative data and ancillary clinical
data are structured, readily available for insertion and for
extraction from databases. Administrative data consist of
demographic patient information or financial data.
Ancillary clinical data consist of information from laboratories, medical imaging, and clinical drugs. Clinical text
consists of unstructured data such as admission and discharge notes, treatment plans, and daily observation notes
(Figure 3).
At present, no current standard for EHR is established
for the integration of cancer omics data within an EHR,33
but the incorporation of omic information into an EHR is
regarded as important.
Interoperability is critical for precision medicine, especially for big data analysis. The Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers defines interoperability as the “ability of a system or a product to work with other systems or
products without special effort on the part of the customer”
and states that it “is made possible by the implementation
of standards.” The Health Level Seven International
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Figure 3. Overview of electronic health record (EHR)
components and their mutual interactions. FHIR: Fast
Healthcare Interoperability Resource.

(HL7), a nonprofit standards developing organization,
which provides a widespread framework for exchange,
integration, sharing, and retrieval of electronic health integration, proposed many different frameworks to support
format interoperability. Since the beginning of the 2000s,
the Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) (Release 2)34
provides a widely used structure to share clinical data
among health organizations.35 In some cases, it has also
been used for connecting omics data.36 More recently, HL7
proposed the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resource
(FHIR) standard for interoperability. FHIR allows the use
of omic information together with other EHR data in order
to identify the most effective treatment for a specific
patient, which is the aim of precision medicine.37
Interoperability can be divided into three layers: technical, semantic, and process interoperability.38 All three levels
of interoperability are interfering: semantic interoperability
requires technical interoperability while process interoperability requires semantic interoperability.
Technical interoperability is “the ability to move data
from one system (A) to another (B). It defines the degree
to which the information can be successfully transported
between systems.” Service-oriented architecture (SOA)
is the design strategy most adopted to support technical
interoperability between real-time applications implemented within large-scale distributed environments. The
main reason for the diffusion of the SOA paradigm is
that it proposes a highly feasible approach to promote
the easy integration and alignment of new and existing
solutions into a cohesive architecture, all with minimal
impact to service consumers with a resulting highly
reduced economic cost.39,40 For these reasons, this
approach was successfully adopted in distributed healthcare architectures.41,42
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Semantic interoperability “ensures that both systems
understand the data in the same way: the information sent
is unaltered in its meaning.” Unlike technical interoperability, which is realized with common technologies in all
information technology sectors, semantic interoperability
depends on the specific application field. In health informatics, this interoperability layer is guaranteed by the
adoption of standards to manage both syntax and semantics, produced by different international initiatives. The
standardization efforts produced different data models
(e.g. HL7 version 3 Reference Information Model [RIM]
and Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside
[i2b2]43) to manage syntax while semantics is guaranteed
by the adoption of different vocabulary representations
(e.g. SNOMED CT,44 LOINC,45 International Classiﬁcation
of Diseases [ICD]). Some of these standards were adopted
to support semantic interoperability in different solutions
to manage multicentric clinical trials.41,42,46
Finally, process interoperability “enables business
processes and organizations housing systems A and B to
work together.” It defines the degree to which the integrity of workflow processes can be maintained between
systems. This includes maintaining/conveying information such as user roles between systems. The process
interoperability requirement is satisfied when a process
is compliant with standards that allow it to reach its own
objective, irrespective of the propriety, location, version,
and design of the IT systems used. To address this need
in e-health, the Healthcare Services Specification Project
(HSSP) was promoted.47 The HSSP was formed in 2005,
by HL7 International and the Object Management
Group, in order to define health industry SOA standards
that promote effective interoperability among applications and distributed and heterogeneous devices that
belong to independent socio–health system organizations. An example of a solution to support process interoperability in multicentric clinical trials is presented in
reference 48.
Another important aspect is that the infrastructure
must guarantee high availability to the involved centers
and must be easily scalable to manage the increase of
involved hospitals. Cloud computing represents a suitable solution to support these needs. In addition, security
and privacy issues must be considered, which can be
managed by access control services, audit services, and
trust services.41,49
Figure 4 shows the infrastructure proposed to support
all the mentioned needs to manage multicentric approaches.
In this respect, clinical decision support tools can interact with clinicians for decision-making and helping them
to comply with guidelines, improving healthcare outcomes. A key point in omics-based clinical decision support is achieving a standardized vocabulary for omics
variants. This aspect is being addressed by the HL7 genomics work group.
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Figure 4. The proposed infrastructure to manage the multicentric approach. HSSP: Healthcare Services Specification Project; SOA:
service-oriented architecture.

Impact of precision medicine on
health systems
Precision medicine for oncology is important for healthcare systems. However, its implementation in the clinic
means solving problems such as genomic results analysis,
targeted treatment, and the implementation of therapies
based on genomic tests. Precision cancer medicine implementation has evidenced the need for integrated information technology tools for genomic data sharing and
interpretation.50 Precision medicine is able to increase the
impact of existing treatments by improving the effectiveness of treatment for a given patient and by increasing
awareness of the risks of serious side effects. In recent
years, several initiatives related to precision medicine have
taken place in various countries such as the United States,
China, and Australia, and in Europe (Denmark, England,
France, Finland, Germany, the Netherlands). In addition,
various government bodies are in synergy to support these
initiatives through the formation of international consortia
such as the International Consortium for Personalized
Medicine (www.icpermed.eu) or the European alliance for
Personalized Medicine (www.euapm.eu). In Italy, an
oncogenomics program (ACC genomics) has been started
with the aim of raising the quality of care to cancer patients
by detecting all the genetic alterations of tumors that may
constitute a target for new molecular drugs. The program
was implemented by the Italian Ministry of Health through
ACC, the largest Italian cancer research network.
In addition, several private companies are entering the
market, such as Foundation Medicine (which started providing analysis services in Italy in June 2018), which has
already analyzed thousands of patients through its commercial platform, providing an effective strategy to help

identify both common mutations and rare mutations of a
patient’s tumor, to allow the identification of targeted therapeutic options.
In this context of continuous development of precision
medicine in which a large amount of information (big
data) is collected and analyzed, it is necessary that the confidentiality of sensitive information is guaranteed.
Moreover, if the samples are used for subsequent research,
the property rights on the samples and the validity of the
consent that has been provided must be clarified.
Anonymization techniques can be successfully used to
guarantee citizens’ rights.

Conclusions
Omics data is a leading aspect of personalized medicine. Rapid advances in high-throughput technologies
of biomedical informatics aspects such as database storage and big data management, integration of omics
within EHR, and interoperability have the potential to
increase the weight of precision medicine within clinical practice.
Widespread use of informatics and decision support
tools plays a key role in enabling care providers to use
omics at the point of care. At present, the high number of
specific software tools used to manage different aspects
of patient treatment is an important barrier against the use
of this integrated approach in daily clinical routine. The
correct use of all three levels of interoperability (technical,
semantic, and process interoperability) can help enable
easy access to a substantial amount of data with correct
contextualization, to obtain real value from data for precision medicine. The proposed architecture could improve
the potentialities of data routinely collected in many health
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information systems to form a patient-centered information environment.
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